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Best Easy Day Hikes Yosemite National Park is a perfect guidebook for those who want to sample

the best of Yosemite within an easy day&#39;s walk, from the world-famous domes and waterfalls

of Yosemite Valley to the more remote, less well known, but equally spectacular corners of the park.

From a short stroll to an extended ramble, this book is for hikers of almost every ability, age, and

interest. This guidebook will tell you when to go, where to hike, and where to find the best photos,

flowers, and wildlife watching.
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Suzanne Swedo is the author of numerous FalconGuides, including Hiking Yosemite National Park.

The director of W.I.L.D, a company that offers natural history adventures around the world, she has

worked as a naturalist in Yosemite for 30 years. She lives with her family in the Los Angeles area.

Yosemite National Park is one of the premier hiking destinations in the Western United States. But

most people do not come to hike but rather to gawk at the wonderful scenery they can see right

from their car (and tour bus) windows. This little book is written for these tourists and for anyone

else who simply does not have the time to take a week long trip in the park. Already in its third

edition, it is easily the most popular of the "Best Easy Day Hikes" series by Falcon Press. And it is

not hard to see why. Author Suzanne Swedo treats readers to 24 walks throughout the park that are



accessible to nearly everyone. No hike is more than 5 miles and all offer incredible scenery.That

said, a few caveats are in order. Yosemite is also one of the most heavily visited parks in the

western United States and most of these trails see heavy traffic. For those like myself who view

hiking as something of a social experience, this will be fine but others seeking solitude may want to

visit in mid week or off season only. In addition, those who own earlier editions should note that this

book is almost identical to the 2cd edition. GPS coordinates have been added to the trail heads but

this isn't really necessary. Other than that, I found only a few minor changes to the text. One thing

that did not change was the misleading mileage for the loop at Yosemite Falls. The trail to the Falls

used to be a quick out and back, about .6 miles. Since the flood of 1997 the route is now a circular

loop of 1.1 miles, but Swedo still lists it as .6. Still, this is a fine book for introducing time constrained

travelers to the wonders of this park. Detailed maps and normally accurate mileage points more

than make up for this one mistake. Cavils aside, I strongly recommend this book. It is the best of the

"short" hiking books for Yosemite.

While the Frommer's guide to Yosemite has basic information about the most popular hikes, this

book goes into more detail, providing drawings of the trails, the points of interest while on the trail,

as well as the ease or difficulty of the hike, the views, and the approximate time needed for the

hikes. Such details helped us plan our trip to include more than the regular tourist hikes and to

determine what hikes we could handle, being less experienced hikers. While in the park, I packed

the book in my backpack, and referenced it often. It's a great tool for those who want to plan a more

successful trip to Yosemite and take advancage of its famous trails.

Visiting Yosemite National Park should top the "to do" list of any outdoor enthusiast in California. It

is famous for its scenic wonders: stunning waterfalls, giant sequoia trees, and imposing walls of

granite. Unfortunately, most of us can only spare a few days for a trip to this grand park. Multiple

short day hikes therefore offer the best approach to exploring all Yosemite has to offer and Suzanne

Swedo's book is an excellent place to start.This book describes some of the classic Yosemite Walks

including the trails to Vernal Falls, Glacier Point, Lembert Dome and the Mariposa Grove of

Sequoias. These walks are classics because they feature world class scenery, and if you do them

on a summer weekend you are likely to share the trail with thousands of tourists from all over the

world. Fortunately Swedo also includes hikes to lesser known gems like Chilnualna Falls and the

Tuolumne Grove of Sequoias. Still, if you want to avoid the crowds, these trails are best explored

mid-week or during the off season. That said, this book, like the trails it describes, provides a lot of



bang for the buck. It is well worth the price if you are planning a visit to Yosemite.

Four editions of Best Easy Day Hikes Yosemite are now in print. That's a fairly impressive

publication history for a book in this series, where one edition is the norm. But it's to be expected,

for two reasons. First, Yosemite is the single most popular park in California. It is a great hiking

location and for most people with families, it is almost impossible to see even a significant part of

the park in the typical 2-3 day vacation one has in Yosemite. But using this little book, you can

quickly find a half dozen trails that are readily accessible to hikers of all ages and abilities. So, while

you may not see the whole park, you can get on several popular trails leading to popular

destinations. Visiting any or all of these will enhance your vacation, and I can say that because I

have hiked all the trails in this guidebook.Do you need to get the new edition if you already have an

older one? The short answer is no. For the most part, as the title of my review suggests, this is a

reissue more than an entirely new edition. The same classic hikes are in here, along with sketch

maps, driving directions, and GPS coordinates for trailheads. I noticed a few minor changes having

to do with mileage: Glacier Point is listed as 1/2 mile, not 0.7. And for the trail, that's probably

correct. But I'd stick with the 0.7 of older editions given that the parking lot is a ways removed from

the trail head. So, if you have the opportunity to pick up an older edition at a discount, do so.But if

you don't have an older edition, by all means consider getting this book to help plan your first, or

next, trip to Yosemite. It's not like these hikes are a secret, and there are certainly more

comprehensive guides out there, but having the book in advance will save you the time of finding

these hikes for yourself in park literature and at ranger stations. And taking the book along on your

hike will enhance your appreciation of Yosemite's natural history. Finally, buying the book in

advance of your trip gives you a good overview of all the regions in the park and will allow travelers

on a time budget to get the most they can out of Yosemite. For all these reasons, I continue to

recommend the fourth edition of this book, just as I did the first, second, and third.

Haven't gone yet but great planning tool so far

Great little book! Helped make our trip truly enjoyable because we were able to select trail hikes that

fit our needs and abilities. Only wish they could include info as to whether dogs were allowed or not.

Excellent recommendations and descriptions of day hikes.
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